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The Higgs model is generalized so that in addition to the radial
Higgs eld there are elds which correspond to the themasy and en-
tropy. The model is further generalized to include state and sign pa-
rameters. A reduction to the standard Higgs model is given and how
to break symmetry using a non-zero VEV (vacuum expectation value)
is shown. A ’fluid rotation’ can be performed on the standard Higgs
model to give a model dependant on the entropy and themasy and
with a constant mass.
1 Introduction
A perfect fluid has a Lagrangian formulation in which the Lagrangian is the
pressure p. Variation is achieved by using the rst law of thermodynamics
dp = n dh− nT ds; (1)
where n is the particle number, T is the temperature, s is the entropy, and
h the enthalpy. In four dimensions a vector can be decomposed into four
scalars, however the ve scalar decomposition




a = −1; (2)
(i) = 1; 2 is often used, because for i = 1, s and  =
∫
T d have inter-
pretation, Roberts (1997) [3] as the entropy and the thermasy respectively.
From now on the index (i) is suppressed as it is straightforward to reinstate.
Replacing the rst law with dp = −VadW a − nT ds, variation gives the
familiar stress and scalar evolution equations. Previously, Roberts (1997)
[3], I have replaced all partial derivatives in the above with vector covariant
derivatives
Da = @a + ie Aa; (3)
to obtain a generalization of scalar electrodynamics called fluid electrody-
namics. For many interacting fluids the interaction terms can be disre-
garded, Anile (1990) [4], however here all interaction terms are kept. Quan-
tization of these models is not looked at here although fluids can be quan-
tized, Roberts (1999) [5]. In this letter instead of using the rst law a
specic explicit Lagrangian is assumed. This xes the equation of state.
Since my previous work I have changed my mind on three things. The best
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conventions for the scalar decomposition are 2. This is because the space-
time index is put on s as this will allow easier generalization to second order
non-equilibrium thermodynamics, Isreal and Stewart (1979) [6]. The + con-
vention is used for  and s in 2 (rather than −as). The second is that the
fluid remains isentropic after charging. The third is that two vector normal-
ization conditions are required after charging. Equivalences between fluids
and scalar elds were rst studies by Tabensky and Taub (1973) [7]. Ther-
modynamical quantities are introduced into the standard Higg’s model via
the partition function Kapusta(1989) [8]. Clearly the entropy, temperature
and so on cannot occur from both the vector 2 and the partition function,




L(q; qa) = (−WaW a)r −Q(q); (4)
where r is called the equation of state parameter (see equation 9),  is
called the sign parameter and Q is the potential. Varying with respect to
the metric and then assuming the stress is of the form of a perfect fluid
implies
−2(−1)rrW 2r−2c WaWb = (p + )VaVb: (5)
Normalization V 2a = −1 and hVa = Wa implies
W 2rc = (−1)rh2r: (6)
Recall that L = p, together with the above three equations this gives
p = h−Q;  = (2r − 1)h2r + Q; n = 2rh2r−1: (7)
Varying L with respect to ,  and s respectively
(nV a)a −Qσ = 0; − n _s−Qθ = 0; (nV a)a −Qσ = 0; (8)
This is a perfect fluid; when Q = 0 it has the γ-equation of state
1 < γ =
2r
2r − 1 < 2;
γ





Particular cases are r = 1 which implies γ = 2 which is the equation of state
for coherent radiation; and r = 2 which implies γ = 43 which is the equation
of state for incoherent radiation. The canonical momenta are
σ = −n; θ = 0; s = n: (10)
The constrained Hamiltonian is
Hλ = σ( _ +  _s) + 1(s − σ) + 2θ − L; (11)
where 1 and 2 are the Lagrange multipliers. The momenta and Hamil-
tonian are the same as in the general case. In the general case the Euler
equations and the canonical stress vanish identically; however for explicit
Lagrangians the Euler equations are the same as 8 and the canonical stress
is the same as the stress.
3 Charged Explicit Lagrangian.
All partial derivatives are replaced by vector covariant derivative 1. Capital
letters are used for the new quantities and small letters for the uncharged
quantities. The Lagrangian becomes
L ! L = (−WaW ya)r −Q(q)− 14F
2; (12)
where y denotes complex conjugate. The vector eld becomes
Wa = a + sa + i( + s)eAa = wa + iAa; (13)
where   ( + s)e. Under the global transformations
 ! exp(−ie); s ! exp(−ie)s;  ! ; Aa ! Aa + a; (14)
the vector eld changes to Wa ! exp(−ie)Wa so that WaW ya is invariant,
implying that the Lagrangian is invariant. One can choose that Aa = 0 and
then these transformations are local. Letting  ! (x), L ! L0((x); : : :),
∂L′




= 2(−WaW ya); (15)
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but it is dicult to call this a current as it does not depend on qa. One can
introduce two normalization conditions
VaV
ya = −1; vava = −1; (16)
which imply
H2 = h2 − e2A2a; (17)
Proceeding as before
P = βH2r−Q− 1
4
F 2, µ = β(2r−1)H2r +Q+ 1
4
F 2, N = 2βrH2r−1,
(18)
and the canonical momenta are
σ = −N; θ = 0; s = −N; Aa = 0; (19)
the last of which is surprising; because not all the components of aa vanish









(wawb + e2AaAb) + Pgab;
T = 3P − ;








The conservation law is







b)b + Pa: (21)
The constrained Hamiltonian is
Hλ = σ( _ +  _s) + 1(s − σ) + 2θ + 3Aa − L; (22)
Variation with respect to the scalar and vector elds gives




 : −Qθ = N h
H
_s;









4 Comparison with the Higgs’ Model
To recover scalar electrodynamics rst note that
WaW
ya = w2a + 
2A2a: (24)
Now set the state parameter r = 1, the sign parameter  = −1, and the
potential Q(q) = V (2) so that
L = w2a + 




Now set  = ,  = s = 0. Changing the gauge A0a = a + Aa and drop-
ping the prime gives sel (scalar electrodynamics) in radial form. This has
Lagrangian, stress and equations of motion




r^a = (a + eAa);
Tab = 2ab + 2r^ar^b + FacF .cb. + gabL;
F ab..b + 2er^a = 0;
2[2 + (a + eAa)2 + V 0] = 0;
2[2 + eAa.a] = 0; (26)
respectively. Giving the Higgs eld a non-zero expectation value < 0jj0 >=
a.  transfers to
 ! 0 =  + a; (27)
and the Lagrangian becomes








the term a2e2A2a is a constant mass term.
For a fluid one can perform a ’scalar fluid rotation’
 ! 0 =  + s: (29)
Starting with sel and identifying  with  does not give one of the above fluids
as gradients in  appear. Alternatively there is the ’vector fluid rotation’
a = a ! wa: (30)
6
Starting with sel and performing this rotation and replacing  with σe gives a
fluid of the above type. One can then assume a VEV < 0jσe j0 > to generate
a constant mass term as above, the dierence being that some account of
thermodynamics has been achieved.
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